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Problem 1: [25 marks] 
Solve the following recurrence relations according to the following initial conditions: 

a)                   ,  nnana 25)1(5)( ×=−− ..3,2,1=n                 7)1(,2)0( == aa  

b)  
6

)2()1()1( −+−
=+

nanana          ,  ,...3,2,=n                  5)2(,0)1( −== aa  

c)  1)2()1(2)( =−+−− nanana     ,  ,...4,3=n                 9)2(,5)1(,0)0( === aaa  
 

d)  3)
2

(5)( +=
nTnT        ,  , mn 2= ,...3,2,1,0=m      1)1( =T  

e)  nnTnT 6)
4

()( +=       ,  , mn 4= ,...3,2,1,0=m      1)1( =T  

 
Problem 2: [16 marks] 
Find the general form of the solution of the following recurrence relations (Don't 
evaluate any constants): 

a)  nnnanana 4)1(33)2(16)1(10)( 2 ×+=−+−−

c) 0)1(24)(2)1(5)2( =−+−+−+ nananana  
 
d)  , where 0)2()( =−+ nana kn 4= , for some  positive. k
(Hint: The characteristic roots may include complex numbers, use the fact  to   
eliminate them). 

kn 4=

e) 0)4(81)2(18)( =−+−− nanana  
 
Problem 3: [6 marks] 
What is the homogeneous linear recurrence relation with constant coefficients that has the 
following characteristic roots? Write the general form of the solution.  

a) 1,1,1                                     b) 1,2,3.                                   c) 2,2,-2,-2 
Problem 4: 
 [7 marks] 
In the following problem assume denote the nth Fibonacci number. )(nfib



a) Show that if )2()1()( −+−= nanana , tasa == )1(,)0( , (  are constants) then ts,
    . )()1()( ntfibnsfibna +−=
b) The Lucus numbers satisfy the recurrence relation  
       , )2()1()( −+−= nLnLnL 1)1(,2)0( == LL  
Use part a to show )1()1()( −++= nfibnfibnL . 
Problem 5: [5 marks] 
Find the order of the following recurrence relation: 

nnana 2)1(4)( −−= ,     .1)0( =a
 
Problem 6: [16 marks] 
Use the master theorem to find the order of the following divide and conquer recurrence 
relation assuming that (you don’t need to solve them): 1)1( =T
 

a) 3)
2

(2)( nnTnT +=                b) nnTnT += )
10
9()(                      c) 2)

4
(16)( nnTnT +=   

             d) 54)
2

(4)( 3 +++= nnnTnT                   e) 1)
2

(2)( ++= nnTnT  

Problem 4: [25 marks] 
 
Solve the following recurrence relation  
(you may try to change the variables for some of them i.e. convert them into a recurrence 
relation that you can solve, otherwise think of the intelligent guesswork and proof your 
conjecture by mathematical induction): 

a) 2
2 )log()

2
()( nnnTnT += ,            1)1( =a    where ,          mn 2= ,..3,2,1,0=m  

b) nnanana +−+−= )2()1(
2
1)( 22 ,      1)1(,0)0( == aa    where  .2≥n

c) 
n

nTnTnT 1)
4

(
2
1)

2
(

2
3)( −−= ,            

2
3)2(,1)1( == aa    where ,           mn 2= ,..3,2=m

d) 1)()( += nana  , where 1)2( =a , and  ,  ,  are positive integers. mn 2= km 2= km,
( Hint: change the variable   into  and substitute in the recurrence relation then let  n m2
  ). )()2( mba m =

e) 
)1(

2)(
−

=
na

na  ,   1)1( =a

f) )
2

()( 2 nnTnT = ,    
3
1)1( =T ,      ,     mn 2= ,...3,2,1,0=m  

( Hint: change the variable   into  and substitute in the recurrence relation then let  n m2
   after that take  for both sides). )()2( mba m = 2log
 
 
 



 
 
Problem 6:  [20 marks] 
Bonus Problem ( Optional ): 
 
a) Solve ,      nnanana n 32)2(6)1(5)( ++−−−= ,....3,2=n                ( * ) 
 By the method you learnt in the class or by the following method: 
( The solution of  this recurrence relation is )()()( nanana ph +=  where  is 
the general solution for 

)(nah

)2(6)1(5)( −−−= nanana  and it is called the homogenous 

solution of  and is called the particular solution of   and it is a solution 

for ( * ) and has the form  where 

)(na )(nap )(na

jpnqnna n
p ++= 2)( jpq ,,  are constant, to find 

them substitute in ( * ) by  and after you find them add  to  to get 
the general solution of ( * )). 

)(nap )(nah )(nap

 
b) In the this problem assume that is an increasing function satisfying the recurrence 

relation 

f
dcn

b
nafnf += )()( ,   ,  mbn = ,..2,1,0=m                         where , b > 1   1≥a

the following problem is to supply a proof for the master theorem . 
 
a) Show that if , then . dba = ncnnfnf b

dd log)1()( +=

b) Use part a to show if , then  is . dba = )(nf )log( nn b
dθ

c) Show that if , then , where dba ≠ ad bnCnCnf log
21)( +=

ab
cbC d

d

−
=1  and d

d

ba
cbfC

−
+= )1(2 . 

d) Use Part c to show if  , then  is . dba < )(nf )( dnθ
e) Use Part c to show if  , then  is  dba > )(nf )( log abnθ


